
Success with Student Listening Sessions: 
Our past efforts have involved developing listening sessions to efficiently surface the voice of 
students alongside faculty and staff regarding AI in higher education. We hosted a listening 
workshop in March 2023 at the University of California, Santa Barbara and walked away with 
an actionable set of priorities moving forward to adapt the university system to AI in ways 
that serve students and civic life. We are currently expanding that session across the 
California college network to grow this archive of student voices.
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Join Ourmedia in bringing the voice of Generation Z into the priority setting
around AI for work, life, and learning.

 

Our Mission

Ourmedia is working to develop a community-oriented path forward for AI for work, life,

and learning. Our primary goal is to identify data-driven ways to adapt our current systems,

surfaced directly from those being impacted by the changes. Alongside our efforts to build

knowledge networks around the future of AI is the belief that providing members of

Generation Z with opportunities to think and communicate critically about real world

issues now equips all of us for a better future. We are working towards a roadmap for what

a stable, successful Generation Z might look like in the 2030s. We are committed to: 

Student  and Generation Z 
centered strategies

Building community across 
generation and discipline

Developing common
frameworks for tackling issues

surrounding AI and society

Increasing access to
opportunities and training

around AI

Growing the responsible tech
ecosystem to include
underserved voices



Looking forward, we are developing programs to:

 
Build standards around AI focused on ethics, equity, and responsibility

Create mentorship and resource networks to connect members of Generation Z with
existing thought leaders and growth opportunities

Encourage stakeholder-led research on the AI ecosystem and its implications 

Ourmedia is looking for partnerships in a number
of areas, including:

Codesigning mentor, intern programs

Network partners

Network partners

Expansion of listening sessions

Community support moderators

We welcome your feedback and partnership. 
Visit us at Ourmedia.org or email taramandrekar@gmail.com to connect
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